MMA’s Cyber
Resiliency Network
Take advantage of the resources offered
by MMA partners
At Marsh McLennan Agency (MMA), our goal is to provide clients with
timely, comprehensive, and actionable information so you are prepared to
confidently address cyber risk threats and better prepare you to navigate risk
transfer solutions and the insurance marketplace.
MMA’s Cyber Resiliency Network is an offering of partner resources to assist
you with three distinct areas of cyber risk management:
1. Proactive information security
2. Legal components of compliance and risk management
3. Education - Employee cyber security training & simulations
To assist you in navigating through the unique considerations for each area,
we have developed the resources described below.

Proactive Information Security
To best address cyber risk, it’s critical to have clear visibility into your external
and internal cyber environment. Our holistic solution is a proactive way to
determine how cyber risk is understood and measured inside your organization
and to prioritize steps forward.
As an MMA client you have access to:
• Controls Assessment: Review policies, procedures, IT inventory, data
management protocols, and security-related documents
• Proactive Threat Intelligence Report: Internal and external vulnerability review
of your environment to detect and address areas of improvement
• Endpoint Detection & Response: Complementary offering to install and support
endpoint software on critical systems to aid in monitoring and restoration
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Regulatory Compliance Protection and Specialists

MMA’s business partners are available to work with you to help ensure
compliance with your organization’s statutory, regulatory, and contractual
framework, and share incident response best practices.
We will coordinate a consultation with one of our partners to address changes
in the regulatory environment, including litigation, incident response, and
information security best practices.
Contact your MMA representative to learn more about how MMA’s Cyber
Resiliency Network can help your business proactively manage cyber risks.
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Depending on the firm selected these options are available.

Learn More
Contact your local cyber champion
listed here:

MarshMMA.com/offerings/
business-insurance/
cyber-liability
d/b/a in California as Marsh & McLennan
Insurance Agency LLC; CA Insurance Lic:
0H18131. Copyright © 2021 Marsh & McLennan
Agency LLC. All rights reserved. MarshMMA.com

Resources Available
Click on the logos below for more information on our partner
resources and direct contact information for accessing services.
Information Security:
• 4
 5-day Managed Detection and Response (MDR) from Booz
Allen Hamilton
• Ransomware readiness assessment
• Security posture assessment
• Access to both a knowledgebase and technology that will help
you to stop ransomware in its tracks
• A free one-hour consultation where we review the current
threat landscape
• A free one-hour consultation with our cyber experts that
includes a high-level risk assessment of your current systems
Offered through March 31, 2022:
• Internal network health check
• Cloud security consultation
• 60-day subscription to Crowe MDR Essentials

Business Insurance
Employee Health & Benefits
Private Client Services

Legal:
• Data privacy risk assessment preparation consultation

Retirement Services

• 1 Hour virtual cyber think tank and incident response review
• Discounted interactive tabletop exercise

PayneWest.com/Cyber

• Data privacy risk assessment via risk assessment questionnaire
• Incident response plan creation/update
• Virtual breach response workshop

Education:
• Incident roadmap in the event of network or data breach
incident and free consultation with a Breach Coach
• Ransomware resources
• Risk quantification tools and calculators to help measure your
security and privacy risk
• Complementary and discounted services from the world’s
largest security awareness training and simulated phishing
platform, effective in helping organizations manage the
ongoing risk of social engineering and reducing vulnerabilities
to ransomware, malware, and other data breaches
• Training content library that is constantly updated with fresh
new content, adaptable to your industry
• Compliance Plus offering is also available for compliance
training needs.
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